Overview
Mixing scenarios in the 2-moment scheme:
The general goal is to locally predict α in LES model with 2-moment scheme. This is work in progress… f -final state i -initial state
Description of the model
The eulerian version of 3D anelastic Eulerian/semi-Lagrangian model EULAG (Smolarkiewicz et al.) .
Two versions of the 1-moment microphysics are used in the initial work (i.e., predicting mixing ratios only):
-traditional bulk microphysics -modified bulk microphysics with additional parameter λ to describe turbulent mixing.
Thermodynamic equations in the model
θ -potential temperature q v -water vapor mixing ratio q c -liquid water mixing ratio C -condensation rate D -subgrid-scale turbulent transport terms
Bulk microphysics
Cloud water can exist only in saturated condition and supersaturation is not allowed.
In the bulk model, C is derived by saturation adjustment after calculation of advection and eddy diffusion -C sa Instantaneous adjustment is questionable for the cloud-environment mixing… λ approach Grabowski (2007) proposed diagnostic formula for β based on the relative humidity of a gridbox and on the environmental relative humidity at a given level. 
